Railway Recruitment Board
Patna

RESULT FOR VERIFICATION OF CERTIFICATE

Date: 11.01.2018

Based on the performance of the candidates in written examination conducted on 08.02.2015 by Railway Recruitment Board, Patna for the posts of ECG Technician, Radiographer, Lab Assistant Gr.II, Cardiology Technician, Dietician, Optometrist and Audiometry Technician, Category No. 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 17 and 18 respectively of CEN-04/2014, the following 28 candidates have been provisionally shortlisted to appear in verification of certificates (VOC) and genuineness of their candidature as per the following schedule. Their Roll Numbers have been arranged below in ascending order horizontally and is not in order of merit. They are requested to report to Railway Recruitment Board, Mahendrughat, Patna – 800004 for VOC on date and time mentioned below:-

A. Date and time of document verification: 01.02.2018 (Thursday), Reporting Time: - 09:30 hrs.
I. Post: - ECG Technician, Category No. 4 of CEN-04/2014.
26144044000038 26144044000055 26144044000066 (Three candidates)

II. Post: - Radiographer, Category No. 5 of CEN-04/2014.
26144051000014 26144052000008 26144052000020 26144054000120 26144054000145 26144054000157 26144054000158 (Seven candidates)

B. Date and time of document verification: 01.02.2018 (Thursday), Reporting Time: - 14:00 hrs.
III. Post: - Lab Assistant Gr.II, Category No. 6 of CEN-04/2014.
26144061000013 26144062000009 26144062000135 26144064000260 26144064000537 26144064000566 26144064000626 (Eight candidates)

IV. Post: - Cardiology Technician, Category No. 9 of CEN-04/2014.
26144094000035 (One candidate)

V. Post: - Dietician, Category No. 13 of CEN-04/2014.
26144131000008 26144131000043 (Two candidates)

VI. Post: - Optometrist, Category No. 17 of CEN-04/2014.
26144170000179 26144174000064 26144174000108 26144174000220 (Four candidates)

VII. Post: - Audiometry Technician, Category No. 18 of CEN-04/2014.
26144184000016 26144184000053 26144184000062 (Three candidates)

Note:-
1. The above list includes around 30% extra candidates over and above the number of modified vacancies. The purpose of calling these extra candidates for document verification is primarily to make good any likely shortfall arising due to various reasons during formation of panel.

2. Candidates who fail to attend the Verification of Certificate (VOC) on the scheduled date shall be given 2nd chance for VOC on 16.02.2018 (Friday) but such candidates should have a valid reason with supporting documents for not attending the VOC on their scheduled date.
   No separate call letter will be issued for 2nd VOC. No further chance will be given for VOC or submission of certificates and the candidature of the candidates will stand automatically cancelled.

3. Candidates are requested to report to RRB, Mahendrughat, Patna for Verification of Original Certificates on the date and time mentioned above. Intimation letters for Verification of Certificates are being despatched to the candidates individually.

3. The above shortlisted candidates are advised to bring the following original certificates/documents without fail and refer Annexures to CEN-04/2014 for producing certain certificates in prescribed format:-
   i. Matriculation/High School Examination certificate or equivalent Certificate for proof of date of birth, etc.
   ii. Pre-degree/10+2/Higher Secondary/Inter pass certificate (whichever is applicable).
iii. Certificate and mark-sheets (indicating date of publication of results) issued by SCVT/NCVT/NTC/Recognized University on possessing prescribed qualification i.e. Act. Apprenticeship/ITI/Diploma/Degree as on the date of application.

iv. Caste certificate in prescribed formats in Annexure-3 for SC/ST candidates and OBC certificate in Annexure-4 for OBC candidates issued by appropriate authority as mentioned in CEN-04/2014. OBC candidates have to submit latest community certificate with non-creamy layer certification which is not more than one year old as on the date of document verification. In addition, OBC (Non-creamy layer) candidates should bring a self-declaration in the format prescribed in Annexure-5 of CEN-04/2014.

v. Income certificate for Economically Backward candidates in prescribed format as per Annexure-7 and Minority Community self-declaration as per Annexure-8 of CEN-04/2014 on non-judicial stamp paper for minority community candidates who sought exemption of examination fee.

vi. No Objection Certificate (NOC) with all service particulars from the present Employer clearly mentioning that there is no objection by them for releasing him/her, if finally selected, in case of serving employee of Central Government or State Government or Public Sector Undertakings.


viii. Disability certificate in prescribed format issued by appropriate authority/ proper Medical Board in Annexure-9 of CEN-04/2014 for persons with disabilities.


x. Any other relevant certificates/experience certificate/Internship certificate/testimonials/documents required under CEN-04/2014 available with the candidate.

xi. Upper portions of Admit Card of the written examination.

xii. The call-letter issued for Verification of Documents & genuineness of candidature.

xiii. 3 passport size colour photographs as pasted on application.

xiv. In case of variation in spelling in name, father’s name in the application and original certificates/documents, candidates are required to submit relevant affidavit executed before Magistrate or Notary on required stamp papers stating that the referred person in certificate(s) is one and same on the date of verification. The candidate should also bring 2 (two) sets of clear & legible self-attested photocopies each of the original certificates/documents mentioned above against item No. (i) to (x).

4. The candidates may please note that in case of failure to produce the above mentioned original certificates/documents on the date of document verification, their candidature are liable to be rejected and no further correspondence will be entertained in the matter. Further, furnishing false information, deliberate suppression of information or using unfair means at any stage of exam will render the candidate disqualified and debarment from appearing in any selection or appointment in Railways or to other Government services and if appointed, the service of such candidate is liable to be terminated in future.

5. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for document verification does not in any way entitle him/her to an appointment in the Railways. The candidature of all the above-mentioned candidates is purely provisional and subject to correctness of all the information submitted by them at various stages of selection process and fulfilling the eligibility criteria in all respects and requisite educational qualification.

6. It is further informed that a candidate once empanelled for any of the post will not be considered for alternative appointment later if he/she is found medically unfit. While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, RRB, Patna reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistake or printing mistakes. The candidates are advised to visit the authentic website of this RRB regularly for latest information including sudden change of schedule of Document verification in case of unforeseen emergent situation.

Important:- Beware of the unscrupulous persons who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment is based purely on the merit of the candidates.

This result is also available at our web site www.rrbpatna.gov.in.